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Abstract 

The aim of this study is to analyse essays written in English by Swedish pupils and to 

map the most common errors made in written communication. The grammatical features 

selected for the analysis are prepositions, articles, verb forms, subject-verb agreement 

and word order. Furthermore, the errors will be grouped and ranked according to the 

Obligatory Occasion Analysis not only to assess the pupils’ development but also to 

help the teachers to prepare for their lesson planning. 
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1. Introduction  
1.1 Background  

English has become an important part of the Swedish society where Swedes are 

required to master the language at a basic level.  According to the Swedish National 

Board of Education teaching in English should essentially give pupils the opportunity to 

develop their ability to understand and interpret the content of spoken English and 

different types of texts, to express themselves and communicate in speech and writing, 

to use language strategies to understand and make themselves understood, to adapt 

language for different purposes, recipients and contexts and to reflect on social and 

cultural phenomena in different parts of the world where English is used (Lgr11).    

 

Language is the primary tool human beings use for thinking, communicating and 

learning. Having knowledge of several languages can provide new perspectives on 

the surrounding world, enhanced opportunities to create new contacts and greater 

understanding of different ways of living. The English language surrounds us in our 

daily lives and is used in such diverse areas as politics, education and economics. 

Knowledge of English thus increases the individual´s opportunities to participate in 

different social and cultural contexts as well as in international studies and working 

life. (Lgr 2011, p.32) 

 

English, as a language, has become a proficiency that most people recognise that they 

need, both in terms of communication skills and as an aid in studies of other subjects. 

An important responsibility for schools is to encourage all students to develop 

linguistic self-confidence, an interest in multilingualism and lifelong language learning.  

All pupils should leave school feeling that they have acquired a comprehensive 

communicative ability in English, which is required for life in a globalized world. 

According to the Swedish compulsory education curriculum for English, the aim of the 

subject is for the pupils to use the target language when it comes to studying, travelling 

to other countries and in social or work related interactions.                               

          The skill of writing enjoys a special status within the communicative framework 

of language teaching. Writing as a communicative activity needs to be encouraged 

during the process of language learning. Therefore, the writer is required to try to write 

clearly, relevantly, truthfully, informatively and interestingly (Hyland, 2003). In written 

interaction, the recipient might be unknown to the writer and the communication is 
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seen as delayed in comparison with oral interaction, which is seen as more direct. 

However, the specific written interactions that take place within the school have a 

known recipient: the teacher. According to Ulrika Tornberg, (2004), the writer’s 

purpose is in fact an oblique question, namely, “Am I correct?”. The teacher’s role in 

this kind of interaction is therefore to answer whether the writing is accurate or not. 

Consequently, the specific goal for classroom writing is to focus on how the pupil is 

writing rather than what they are writing.   

          The different competencies involved in all-round communicative skills have 

counterparts in the structure of the subject. These include the ability to master a 

language form, for example vocabulary, phraseology, pronunciation, spelling and 

grammar. Language competence is also developed in forming linguistically coherent 

utterances, which in terms of content and form are better adapted to set situations and 

audiences (Lgr 2011). 

          As part of the teachers’ ongoing assessment, every pupil takes a national test 

three times during their compulsory education, in years three, six and nine. However, 

the National Test in English is only taken in year six and nine. The purpose of the 

national test is mainly to support equal and fair assessment and grading, to provide a 

basis for an analysis of the extent to which knowledge requirements are met at both the 

school and national level. The national test can also help to consolidate the curriculum, 

subject plans and to amplify achievement for students.  

       The exam consists of three parts, a written test, an oral test and a listening test 

which are all taken under exam conditions, at the same time all over the country. In this 

essay and analysis, the written test has been chosen to determine the most common 

errors made by Swedish pupils when writing in English.  

          According to Lightbown & Spada (2006) a common error is that second language 

or foreign language learners attempt to use the target language just like they would use 

their first language. An example of this would be that the word order would be 

incorrectly used when a Swedish pupil writes in English, if the sentences start with an 

object an adverb or adverbial phrase, then the word order differs between the languages. 

Furthermore, Ponsiriwet’s study (2001) shows that subject-verb agreement is the most 

common error in second language or foreign language writing, followed by the verb 

formation and tense.  
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1.2 Aim and Research Questions  

The aim of this essay is to study the National Test for English in the Swedish 

Compulsory School, in order to identify and analyse the frequent types of grammatical 

errors in student writing. Furthermore, the aim is to compare and contrast Obligatory 

Occasions Analysis as a method with a more holistic evaluation by native speakers of 

student writing.  The tests that will be analysed are taken by year nine pupils at the age 

of 15 in compulsory school in Sweden.  
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2. Theoretical Background 
There are several different ways to assess written material. According to Gudrun 

Ericksson the National Test is a proficiency test that aims to contribute to the 

assessment of learning and the pupil’s general language skills in English no matter how 

this skill has been achieved (Ericksson, 2001).  

            According to Abrahamson and Bergman (2006) one way to analyse linguistic 

competence is to use performance analysis or as it is also called linguistic development 

analysis. It has been developed to describe the progression of a second language.  

Language development is a continuum which cannot be described as just ticking boxes. 

Different aspects of the language development occur at different times. However, 

through the performance analysis, the different aspects of language competence are 

analysed separately to get a more complete and balanced picture of the whole 

competence. Primarily, it is focusing on what the learner is able to express. The content 

and the communicative qualities are often combined in one part of the analysis and the 

linguistic correctness is dependent upon them. Therefore, the formal linguistic 

competence can never be assessed alone; it has to relate to both the content as well as 

the linguistic complexity. As written previously the difficulty of the content is the 

foundation for the linguistic analysis. However, a complex content often requires a 

higher degree of linguistic complexity and therefore the mental effort is greater. A less 

demanding content requires less complexity, but in return one can expect a higher level 

of linguistic correctness. 

        When the vocabulary is limited there will be a lot of repetition and over-usage of 

simple words where the same word can have several different meanings. The dominant 

word classes will be nouns and simple regular verbs (Tornbeg, 2004). Furthermore, 

Tornberg shows that as the pupils get more confident the vocabulary becomes richer 

and more varied, but the learner might not master the word thoroughly and is not able to 

find the exact expression. In addition, it does not mean that there will be more variation 

between the clause elements. The nouns and verbs are dominant for a long time and so 

is the subject-verb-object (SVO) word order. The use of different word classes is more 

varied and the ability to expand on the words corresponds to their age and cognitive 

level. 

         According to Tornberg (2004) research interest has in recent decades shifted from 

the teacher and language teaching, to the learning process itself, placing the student as 

an active participant in their own language development. Research findings on strategies 
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and approaches for successful language learning can be said to have turned the 

traditional way of looking at language teaching upside down. In the past, the emphasis 

was on the formation of knowledge. Today, the focus is on the communicative and 

functional vision of language that infuses both international and national curriculums 

for language.   

          According to language researchers, the successful language learner is 

characterized as a pupil who is able to take risks with the language and who dares to 

make mistakes. These students are not disturbed by the fact that they may not 

understand everything that they hear and read, but instead, they move forward in 

listening and reading. They draw conclusions making connections with words already 

known to them and through evaluating visual and context clues (Tornberg, 2004). 

             Tony Silvia (1994) writes that the mid-sixties have brought an increasing 

awareness of ESL students' needs with regard to producing extended written discourse. 

Consequently, this led to suggestions that controlled composition was not enough, that 

there was more to writing than building grammatical sentences and that there is a bridge 

between controlled and free writing. This became even more evident with the ESL 

version of current traditional rhetoric, an approach combining the basic principles of the 

current- traditional paradigm, developed for native speakers, together with Kaplan’s 

theory of contrastive rhetoric. Robert Kaplan (1983) was the first researcher after 

decades, when writing was neglected as an area of study, to highlight the interference of 

the first language with the writing in the second language.  

          The introduction of the next big approach when it comes to second language 

writing is the writing process, which seems to have been developed due to the 

dissatisfaction with controlled and current traditional approaches. The writing process 

entitles a more positive, encouraging and collaborative workshop environment where 

students with sufficient time and little interference can work through their composing 

process. The teacher is present to help students develop practical strategies for getting 

started drafting, revising and editing. From a process perspective writing is a complex, 

recursive and creative process or set of behaviour that is very similar in its broad 

outlines for first, second and foreign language learning. The writer is the centre of 

attention and the text is a product, a secondary, derivative concern, whose form is a 

function of its content in this approach.  

        It seems that viable approaches to the teaching of second language learners need to 

be based on a wider more comprehensive idea of what L2 writing involves. This bigger 
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picture must account for the input of the writer, reader, text and context as well as their 

interaction (Hyland, 2003).                                                                

 

2.1 Second Language Writing 

According to Alexander Friedlander (1997) pupils should avoid topics related to first-

hand experience because the pupils may translate from their first language into the 

target language.  However, a sufficient number of studies have shown evidence that 

writers will transfer writing abilities and strategies from their first language to their 

second language. In addition, there is also evidence indicating that language knowledge 

transfers across languages; pupils who lacked strategies in their first language displayed 

a similar lack of strategies in their second language. A study made by Jones and Tetroe 

(1987) looked at second language writers where they produced texts both in their first 

and second languages and found that these writers reassign both strengths and 

weaknesses in both languages.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              

The results of the studies discussed above suggest that beginners of language learning 

need to manage or to revise their second language as much as possible to develop 

achievement, whereas more advanced users have developed their ability to such an 

extent that their native language does not interfere with the writing in the second 

language.        

 

2.2 Error analysis 

For a very long time people tended to look upon second language learning errors simply 

as an incorrect variant of the target language, whereas now errors are looked upon as a 

natural part of language learning both in first and second language development. Errors 

reflect the pattern of how learners develop language systems, showing where they have 

over generalized a second language rule or where they have inappropriately transferred 

a first language pattern to the second language.  

           In Pongsiriwet’s report (2001) the distinction between non-systematic and 

systematic errors was made. The non-systematic errors are unintentional performance 

errors. Normally the writer is aware of the errors made and is able to correct them, 

whereas systematic errors are referred to as errors of competence, which reflect on the 

learner’s underlying knowledge of the language. This means that the first mentioned 

errors are errors that are self-correctable with simple indication, while systematic errors 
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require additional teaching and cannot be corrected until the writer has been provided 

with further relevant educational information.   

          The learner’s errors are therefore important in several different ways. Mainly for 

the teacher, the errors show progression in the language process and following steps in 

the process towards the target language; secondly, for further research on how 

languages are learnt or acquired. Lastly, it can indicate which part of the target language 

is most problematic to the learner and which types of errors affect the learner’s ability to 

communicate effectively (Pongsiriwet, 2001).        

          Most of the mistakes that second language learners make are due to interference 

from their first language (Lightbown & Spada, 2006: p. 187). However, a number of 

studies show that many errors can be explained better in terms of the learner’s 

developing knowledge of the structure of the target language rather than an attempt to 

transfer rules from their first language. In addition, many of the errors correspond with 

the errors made by young first language learners. However, there is a recognition that 

knowledge of one or more languages contributes positively to many aspects of learning 

a second language. If the languages are reasonably close there is much that learners 

already know, including the alphabet, cognate words, as well as the basic principles of 

syntax. Nevertheless, the transfer of patterns from the mother tongue is one of the major 

sources of errors. Errors caused by learners’ awareness of similarities between the first 

language and the target language may take longer to overcome, especially if the learner 

is in contact with others that make the same mistakes (Lightbown & Spada, 2006). 

          Jack Richards (1974) states in his error analysis that the learner’s partial success 

imitates the construction of both grammatical and phonological rules but they do not 

necessarily reflect those of the native language or target language. In the study, several 

different factors are suggested that may influence and characterize the second language 

learner system.  Primarily, language transfer is an influence factor. Sentences in the 

target language may reveal interference from the mother tongue. In addition, the second 

factor, termed intralingua interference, refers to items produced by the learner which do 

not reflect the structure of the native language. However, it is based on partial exposure 

to the target language. Both language transfer and intralingua errors confirm the 

traditional notion of transfer of training; that is, previous learning may influence later 

learning (Richards, 1974). Selinker (1972) introduced the term interlanguage referring 

to the type of language produced by second- and foreign-language learners who are in 

the process of learning a language (Selinker, 1972 p. 210).  
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2.3 Grammar 

Ulrika Tornberg (2004) demonstrates the division that language teachers tend to use 

when considering language, commonly, a division in speaking, writing, talking, 

listening, vocabulary and grammar where one of these proficiencies is in focus at a 

given time. For example, grammar is often taught separately from other activities. 

However, to master the different aspects might not lead to mastering the target language 

as a whole, but only that specific aspect. For example, one might be really good at 

vocabulary, but not as yet have mastered the rules for putting words together into 

sentences. Furthermore, students might say it is more important to be able to speak the 

language than to practise grammar. Evidently there is a division of different 

proficiencies; however, one might argue that there is a failure to link the parts back 

together again. There is an obvious attraction for this division, as such, it can be used as 

a checklist of what has been practiced and what is left to cover. Furthermore, Lightbown 

and Spada (2006) point out the fact that teachers that separate the proficiencies might 

actually miss the fact that errors made by the students can indicate progression. For 

example, first language learners and second language learners usually learn the irregular 

past tense for certain common verbs before they learn to apply the regular simple past – 

ed marker. That means that a learner who says I buyed a bus ticket* may know more 

about English grammar than one who says I bought a bus ticket, because the one who 

says buyed knows a rule for forming the past tense and has applied it to an irregular 

verb (Lightbown & Spada, 2006). Therefore, it is hard to use an approach where 

grammar is essential in order to assess the pupils. Due to this discussion a new 

curriculum was created that would focus more on the communicative functions rather 

than isolated elements of form. 

    Stephen Krashen (1987) is probably the scholar who made the process perspective on 

grammar most evident. The process perspective means that grammar is learnt in the 

process of other things rather than as a product of its own. The Monitor Model had a 

dominant influence, not only on the debate of language learning but also on research at 

the time, consistently arguing that the language was taught best through communication.  

Krashen’s Monitor Model consists of a series of hypotheses for teaching and learning 

languages. Firstly, the model proposes differences between acquisition and learning, 

where acquisition is an unconscious process that develops the language via 

communicative usage and learning is a conscious process, for example, where one 
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acquires knowledge about language form through education.  Secondly, the natural 

sequence means that, for example, the grammatical structure is learnt in a predictable 

sequence. The sequence is the same for children and adults and for first and second 

language learners.  Thirdly, the process of conscious learning can only be achieved 

when the learner has had a sufficient amount of time and is focused on language form. 

The hypothesis explains the relationship between acquisition and learning and defines 

the influences of the latter on the former.  According to Krashen (1987) the acquisition 

system is the expression initiator, while the learning system performs the role of the 

monitor or the editor.  At that point the learner is using the monitor to check and correct 

the language to give speech a more polished appearance (Krashen, 1987).  The meaning 

of input is Krashen’s attempt to explain how second language learning is taking place.  

Therefore, the hypothesis is only concerned with acquisition and not learning. 

According to it, the learners improve and progress along the natural order when they 

receive second language input that is one step further in their linguistic competence. 

Therefore, it is important that learners are exposed to new input one level at a time 

(Krashen, 1988). Generally speaking, one could say that education that only focuses on 

communicative activities seems to lead to a more advanced level of language. 

(Tornberg, 2004)   

          Ulrika Tornberg (2004) pinpoints a few issues that make this statement even more 

relevant. Firstly, according to Tornberg, a research made by Pienemann shows that 

grammatical features are learnt in a predictable order, independent of the pupils’ age or 

linguistic background and the order cannot be affected and rushed through education.  

Pienemann outlines the processability theory which accounts for the need of both a 

theory of grammar and a processing component in order to understand second language 

acquisition.  The hypothesis of the theory holds that second language learners require 

the procedural skills needed to process the language. The biggest challenge that a 

language learner is faced with, is to learn the exchange of grammatical information 

across elements of a sentence. In other words, the learner must ensure that a verb and its 

subject are in agreement, or that a noun and its article have the same gender, number 

and case features, in languages where this is appropriate. The basic logic behind 

processability theory is that learners cannot access assumptions about the second 

language that they cannot process.   

        Rosamond Mitchell and Florence Myles (2004) develop the processability theory 

further. Tornberg (2004) shows how Pienemann applied his model to a range of 
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developmental phenomena that have been observed in second language acquisition, 

both morphology and syntax. Moreover, it has also been used across languages, for 

example, German, English, Swedish and Japanese. The developmental stages that 

Pienemann (Tornberg, 2004) and his colleagues describe are the chronological order 

(the strict subject-verb order), the adverb and the placement of the verb in subordinate 

clauses.  

             As mentioned before in this essay, when it comes to language learning, 

grammar is usually taught as a separate part in the learning process.  This system gives a 

clear structure of what has been mentioned and what still needs to be taught and works 

to tick off all of the grammatical elements that have been pointed out. However, the 

danger of such an approach is that it gives an inaccurate picture of what language is and 

furthermore what grammar is. Namely, grammar is a construction of principles of how 

to put together meaningful statements or opinions. Grammar is the basis for all 

linguistic activity. The association between knowing how to talk and knowing how to 

use the formal rules of the language is engaging.  

  

To master grammar is a requirement for overall creative and communicative skills. 

Otherwise it may, at worst, lead to incomprehension or misunderstanding. In the 

worst cases, communication may become so impaired that it can cause irritation and 

a generally negative attitude towards the speaker. In some limited situations one can 

make oneself tolerably understood despite deficiencies in both vocabulary and 

grammar (Tornberg, 2004 pp. 101). 

 

Grammar can be looked upon as either a product or as a process.  From the language 

teaching perspective, the product-process distinction is rewarding because it helps us to 

isolate grammar as form and integrate it into language use, namely, to approach 

grammar in different ways. When looking at grammar as a product the focus is on the 

form and the different elements. While the process aspects are the many different ways 

of using grammar, the feeling for how it can be used effectively in ongoing 

communication is the key. Both of these aspects of grammar are essential for the 

development of linguistic ability.  

 

2.4 Grammatical Morphemes  
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There are studies that have examined the development of grammatical morphemes by 

learners of English as a second language in a variety of settings, at different ages and 

from different first language backgrounds (Tornberg, 2004). The general results of these 

studies suggest an order which, while not identical to the developmental sequence found 

for first language learners, was similar among the second language learners from 

different first language backgrounds. For example, several studies showed a higher 

degree of accuracy for plural than for possessive, and for –ing than for past –ed. 

Accordning to Tornberg (2004), Stephen Krashen has summarized the order, firstly the 

-ing (possessive) endings, plural and copula (to be) is the first stage of accuracy, 

followed by auxiliary (progressive, as in He is going). The third step is the irregular past 

and lastly the pupils will master regular past (-ed), third person singular –s, and the 

possessive -‘s (Tornberg, 2004).           

          When it comes to analysing each learner, researchers have identified the 

obligatory contexts of each grammatical morpheme.  This is explained as the place in 

the sentence where the morpheme is necessary to make the sentence grammatically 

correct.  In the sentence ‘Yesterday I play baseball for two hours’ (Lightbow & Spada 

2006, pp. 83) that the adverb ‘yesterday’ creates an obligatory context for a past tense 

verb, play, and ‘for two hours’ tells us that it requires played rather than past 

progressive was playing. Similarly, ‘two’ creates the obligatory context for the plural –s 

on the noun hour. As presented in Tornberg (2004) Stephen Krashen summarizes the 

order language grammatical morpheme acquisition sequence. The correspondence 

between the learners suggests that the accuracy order cannot be described in terms of 

transfer from the learner’s first language, since they all had different language 

backgrounds. However, a careful review of all of the studies shows that the learner’s 

native language has an influence; the rules that do correspond between the languages 

are going to be adapted more quickly than rules that do not correspond. According to 

more current data error analysis suffers from a variety of limitations. “It offers an 

incomplete picture of learner language because it examines only what learners do 

wrongly and ignores what they do correctly” (Ellis & Barkhuizen, 2005, p.70). 

Furthermore, error analysis cannot account for learners’ avoidance of specific language 

forms. Studies have shown that some second language learners made very few errors in 

the use of relative clauses not because they acquire the structure but because they avoid 

using them.  Therefore, this method is no longer looked upon as the preferred one for 

analysing language learning.  
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         When analysing languages, what the learners get right and what they get wrong need to be 

accounted for. Obligatory Occasions Analysis was created as a method for examining how accurately 

learners use specific linguistic features.  Historically Obligatory Occasions Analysis was developed as a 

tool for investigating first language acquisition but in 1982 Dulay, Burt and Krashen argued that the result 

shown for L1 acquisition could be extended to second language learners’ acquisition.  The descriptive 

information that the analysis provides serves as a basis for testing the validity of different explanations of 

the order of acquisition (Ellis, 2003).  In the next sections the grammatical morphemes for this particular 

analysis will be presented.  

 

2.5    Prepositions 

Prepositions are difficult for learners of a foreign language, regardless of the mother 

tongue and the target language. There are a large number of expressions where English 

prepositions do not correspond to the most typical Swedish equivalent i.e on = på, with 

= med, from= från, for instance suffer from would translate to lida av (*suffer off), and 

charged with would translate as anklagad för (*charged for). Another difference 

concerning the use of prepositions is that sometimes a Swedish expression contains a 

preposition whereas the corresponding English expression does not (Estling-Vannestål, 

2007).  

  

2.6 Articles 

In English there are two articles: indefinite a/an and definite the, whereas in Swedish 

the definite form is expressed by the suffix:  a chair or the chair whereas in Swedish 

one would say en stol or stolen. On the other hand, when there is an adjective before the 

noun in Swedish a definite article is used, for example den rangliga stolen.   

  

2.7 Verb Forms 

Like young first language learners, pupils of second language learning refer to events in 

the order in which they occurred or to mention a time or place to show that the event 

occurred in the past. Later learners start to attach a grammatical morpheme marking the 

verb for past tense, although it may not be the right one. ‘Past tense forms of irregular 

verbs may be used before the regular past is used reliably’ (Lighbown & Spada 2006, 

pp. 91). Confirming the findings of Lightbow & Spada (2006), researchers have found 

that learners are more likely to mark the past tense on some verbs but not on others. 

These differences appear because of the lexical aspect, that is the invariant temporal 

expressed by different verbs. Learners seem to find it easier to mark past tense in verbs 

that they can associate with.  
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            The English and Swedish verb systems share many features. However, one 

significant difference between the languages is the absence, in Swedish, of the present 

progressive tense which can lead to pupils producing sentences such as: She does her 

homework right now or overcompensating as in: In Sweden everyone is playing winter 

sports.  Also the usage of auxiliaries (do/does/did/can/may/shall/will) can be 

challenging when it comes to questions and negative statements.   

          Furthermore, Swedish uses the present perfect tense in cases where English 

requires the past simple tense. Interference can lead to errors such as: I have stopped 

playing tennis when I broke my leg.  Another example is when talking about the future, 

in normal cases a Swedish present tense construction corresponds to a construction with 

shall, will, be going to etcetera but there are cases where Swedish uses the present 

simple tense where English needs the auxiliary will or going to, resulting in sentences 

like: I wait for you after school or I think it rains.  

 

2.8 Subject-Verb Agreement   

The head of the noun phrase functions as the subject of the clause and thereby decides 

which form, singular or plural, the finite verb should have in the present tense and in the 

past tense for some irregular verbs. We have to remember that whenever a noun phrase 

can be replaced by it, she, or he the singular verb form ending in –s is used in the 

present tense. Similarly, when the noun phrase can be replaced by they, the plural verb 

form, not ending with –s is used.   

 

2.9 Word Order 

Both Swedish and English follow the Subject-Verb-Object word order, so mistakes do 

not affect comprehension. However, within the Swedish language it is more common to 

bring an element to the front of the sentence and then invert subject-verb order. For 

example:   

English:  Moreover, it is necessary .. (Advl, S-V) 

Swedish: Dessutom, är det nödvändigt.. (Advl, V-S) 

Furthermore a few of the one word adverbials usually come before the finite verb in 

English if there is no auxiliary in the verb phrase  

English: I almost fell. 

Swedish: Jag ramlade nästan.  
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2.10 Problematic issues of the Obligatory Occasions Analysis  

Ellis & Barjhuizen, 2005 shows that the identification of the Obligatory Occasions 

Analysis (OOA) score is not always as straightforward as it may seem. One of the 

problems that might occur is how to account for repetitions. It is therefore important to 

establish how it is recorded because this decision can have a profound effect on the 

accuracy score. For this reason, it is important that the analyst is: firstly, consistent in 

their decision making. Secondly, it is important that they make their coding decisions 

explicit and thirdly, it is necessary, that they provide a justification for each decision.  

         The basic procedure for calculating accuracy scores, for individual morphemes 

based on obligatory occasions, is to firstly determine which morpheme to investigate. 

Secondly, the analyst must go through the data and identify obligatory occasions for the 

use of the specific morpheme and count the total number of occasions. Lastly, the 

analyst must count whether the correct morpheme is supplied in each obligatory context 

and establish the number of times it is supplied. After the procedure is done the analyst 

uses the formula to get the accuracy score for the investigated morpheme as follows.  

 

Correctly supplies in text   x 100 = % of accuracy. 

Total obligatory occasions 

 

One way to establish the order of acquisition is by ranking the morphemes investigated 

in terms of their accuracy. Furthermore, after the accuracy score for each morpheme is 

provided, a summary for all learners in the sample could take place. This is called the 

group method score.  

         In ranking-order methods such as the group method score there is no need to 

establish if the morphemes are acquired or not and the method is used to summarize the 

scores. Whereas when studies are not grouped together, the level of accuracy for each 

learner is counted and to what extent the morpheme has been acquired or not is 

analysed. Traditionally, the level is set at 90 percent. Consequently, if the learner 

achieves an accuracy score of 90 percent or higher, the morpheme is considered 

acquired but if the score is less than 90 percent then it is deemed not acquired. The 

choice of 90 percent as the acquisition level is based on two reasons: first, it constitutes 

a level close to 100 percent and second, it corresponds to the level achieved by native 

speakers, who typically make mistakes themselves (Ellis & Barjhuizen, 2005).   
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2.11 National test 

Within the Swedish compulsory school pupils take a national test three times; in years 

three, six and nine. The aim of the national test is to increase the goals reached by the 

pupils but also to clarify the goals and to show the pupils strengths and weaknesses.  In 

addition, the test is used to establish the course objectives and the criteria for 

assessment. Furthermore, the test is used to support fairness and justice when it comes 

to assessing the test results but also as a basis for analysis and comparison of the pupil’s 

level of knowledge, both within the school and also nationally. The national tests are 

taken in all core subjects Swedish, English and Maths and all exams consist of subtests. 

For example, in the language tests there is a written, an oral and a listening test and all 

tests are taken under exam conditions, at the same time all over the country.   

          The test that will be studied in this essay is the English National Test which 

consists of three different ways of communicating; oral interaction and production, 

receptive skills (including both reading and listening skills) and written production.  

Each of the tests focuses on a specific ability based on the objectives of the curriculum 

and the teacher assesses students' responses using the comprehensive assessment 

requirements. The results of the three different subtests are weighted together to show a 

combined test score. There are samples that support teachers in using the grading 

system and help towards a more standardised assessment where all teachers that are 

analysing the test have the same samples to look at.   

           When taking the written test, the pupils are asked to write an essay and choose 

from two topics. The topics are unknown to the pupil as well as the teacher until the 

exam takes place.  However, there are differences between the two topics. One of the 

topics allows the pupils to freely tell their stories whereas the other topic is more 

structured to help the pupils in their writing.  When the written ability is assessed, the 

main focus of the assessment would be to establish at what level the pupils are able to 

express themselves, in the written content, in an intelligible way. A rich content can 

compensate deficient language. The assessment focuses and covers both the content of 

the text and the language used. The teacher is also given a booklet with 15 example 

texts that illustrate the grade levels. The example texts have been analysed, 

commentated on and assessed by a group of experienced assessors based on the same 

factors that the teachers have to take into account.   
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         The ambition of the National Test is that the material data in the samples should 

be as authentic as possible. Instructions are given to students in the respective target 

languages and students are also expected to use the target language.  

         The subject test in English is a so-called proficiency test, which means that the 

objective involves contributing to the assessment of students´ overall language 

proficiency in English. The goal of the year nine subject test, as well as other materials 

of the national examinations system, is rooted in the communication and function of 

language as reflected in the curriculum and the curriculum in English. It is an 

interactive, a receptive and a productive language ability test. The ambition of the test is 

that it will relate to the objectives of a cross-cultural understanding and knowledge of 

different parts of the English speaking world.  The subject tests are constructed by 

teachers, including special education teachers, teacher trainees and native speakers, and 

they are based on analysis of the curriculum and the syllabus of English, along with 

national and international research regarding language teaching and assessment of 

language proficiency. The main focus of the test is what the pupils already know in 

comparison to what they have not yet mastered and therefore, the different parts of the 

test that include altered content and responses as well as interactive, receptive and 

productive ability are assessed both orally and in writing.  In the next section the test of 

written production will be presented in more detail.  

 

 

2.11.1 Subject Test Part C- Written Production 

In part C or the writing section, the students get to choose from two different topics. 

One of the topics can be written with help from bullet points or questions whereas the 

other topic can be written about more independently and more freely, however, the 

initial topic presentation provides a starting point and stimulus for the writing.   

          In the written test, the attention is on emphasising the willingness and ability to 

express content and this is crucial. Students should be encouraged to write, even if they 

are not entirely sure of a word or phrase, a grammatical form or spelling of a word. 

Towards the end of the testing period, they should set aside time to go through and 

process what they have written in terms of content and language.  The assessment 

strategies are divided into two categories: content and language. When it comes to the 

content, the teacher is asked to analyse if the pupil’s essay shows a willingness to use 

the target language to mediate the context, if the text is coherent and structured, if the 
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text is rich and detailed or if the pupil is only focusing on the bullet points from the 

guidelines and is not putting any effort into the text. Furthermore, it asks the teacher to 

take into account whether the text is personal, informative, engaging and adapted to the 

recipient. The assessment of language involves analysing comprehensibility. That is the 

ability to express a message in clear and fluent writing followed by strategies to work 

around linguistic problems, so if they lack vocabulary the pupil is able to work around it 

in order to get the message across.  The pupils are meant to express themselves in 

English and the answers shall be understood by a person with English as their first 

language without any knowledge in Swedish. Furthermore, the teacher has to assess the 

sentence structure and lastly the ability to use vocabulary, idioms, grammar and spelling 

correctly (Göteborgs Universitet, 2016).  

 

3. Method 
In the analysis of the common errors made by Swedish pupils, this essay will focus on 

prepositions, articles, verb forms, subject-verb agreement and word order. In this 

section the grammatical features will be presented for a clearer comparison between the 

pupil’s mother tongue, Swedish, and the target language, English.   

         The student texts for this study have been sampled from a year nine group at a 

compulsory school in Sweden. The five texts have been randomly chosen, and they are 

from the same year so that the exam conditions were the same. According to the 

information taken from the school all students in this particular year are all native 

Swedish students.   

          There are several reasons for using essays from the National Test in this study. 

They are taken in a controlled environment where every pupil is taking the test at the 

same time, with the same instructions, time at their disposal and with a specific topic, 

no matter where in the country they are.  This gives an impartial starting point when 

analysing the material. Impartiality is also adhered to when the students are given 

independence from their place of residence, school, textbooks and the education they 

receive (Tornberg, 2004).  

       The analysis in this essay will consist of three parts: the first assessment is carried 

out with help from the assessment instructions that each teacher receives prior to the 

national test. It focuses on the content, language and ability to express in written 

communication. When assessing content, the teacher is looking at comprehensibility 

and clarity, richness and variety, context and structure and adaptation to purpose, 
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recipient and situation. Secondly, an English teacher with English as their first language 

has assessed the text according to how he/ she would assess written communication 

where he/she teaches.  In addition, the teacher has been asked to comment on 

comprehension and clarity as well as communication strategies. The teacher in question 

mainly teaches secondary education, ages 11-16 years old, in English and Mathematics. 

Lastly, the quality of the language will be analysed and the grammatical features that 

are inadequate will be mapped accordingly. For the latter, a structural analysis, 

Obligatory Occasions Analysis will be used to score the correct usage of certain 

morphemes. The focus on grammatical features of writing is done with the intention of 

providing useful information for language teachers in their planning, development of 

learning activities and to improve teaching methods and techniques to fill the gaps 

where the pupils are lacking. When analysing the different grammatical features, the 

prepositions and articles will be presented in a noun phrase diagram for an accurate and 

direct presentation. The verb forms, subject verb agreements, word order and clause 

elements will be analysed. However, for this analysis the clause elements in focus are 

the subject and verb. This is because the English language normally follows a subject-

verb word order when combining sentences, except when it is a question. Regarding 

Subject-Verb Agreement the obligatory context only accounts for present tense verbs.  

 

3.1 Validity and reliability 

In this section the validity and the reliability of the current study will be discussed. However, firstly, the 

distinction of whether the study is a qualitative or quantitative research needs to be established. A 

quantitative study is processing of mathematical data. It includes any research method that produces hard 

numbers that can be turned into statistics, whereas a qualitative study consists of produced observations, 

notes, description of behaviour and motivation.  Considering this, the current study falls under a 

quantitative study since the data collected is based on metrics for the obligatory context however the input 

from a native speaker and the analysis of the communication and content falls under a qualitative study. 

To mix the research methods can help gather comprehensive evidence or give a more complete picture of 

what i being studied.  

         According to Cohen, Manion and Keith (2011) internal validity aims to answer the question as to 

whether the results in the investigation are corresponding to reality. It demonstrates the explanation of a 

particular event, topic or set of data resulting from research that can actually be sustained by the data. 

This research can be extrapolated to a larger population. In some degree this concerns the accuracy, 

which can be applied to quantitative and qualitative research. The findings must accurately describe the 

phenomena being researched. 

       The external validity refers to the degree to which the results can be generalized to the wider 

population, cases, settings, time or situations, for example, if the findings are transferable. In order to 
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measure the external validity in a study the researcher defines the generalization and how it can be 

transferred into other situations that could be generalized to a larger group investigated in the current 

study. Then it is the reader who decides if they are in agreement with the research or not. 

          Reliability is concerned with whether the research results can be replicated by another research 

using the same method. Internal reliability refers to the degree to which other researchers would match 

previously generated constructs with a particular data set in the same way as did the researcher who 

originally compiled it.  External reliability address whether or not independent researcher would discover 

the same phenomena or generate the same constructs as an original researcher if they did studies in the 

same or similar settings (Stephen, Schensul and LeCompte, 1999 p. 275).   

           When considering validity and reliability in tests the researcher will have to judge the place and 

significance of tested data. There are a range of issues which might affect the reliability of tests: including 

time of day or of the school year, temperature in the classroom, the perceived importance of the test, the 

degree of formality in the test situation and examination nerves. Furthermore, there are factors affecting 

the reliability of the tests, especially tests of performance and achievement. The main four are: the range 

of the group that is being tested, the group’s level of proficiency, the duration over which the data is 

collected and the way reliability is calculated. There are several sources of unreliability with respect to the 

examiner and markers, for example errors or inconsistency in marking. Furthermore, with reference to the 

students and teachers themselves there are several sources of unreliability, such as levels of motivation 

and interest in the task, the physical, emotional and social conditions, distractions both in the test situation 

and to the ability to write that specific day (Cohen, Manion and Morrisson, 2011).   

         The current study has chosen pupils from a Swedish compulsory school and the texts were 

randomly selected from the archive at the school. The researcher has no relation to the pupils and the texts 

are completely anonymous. The fact that they are from one school could affect the external validity due to 

bias factors. However, the reason behind choosing National Test essays is because of the impartiality 

involved, which means that the external conditions should be the same no matter where the exam was 

taken.  There are several factors that can affect the results and there are signs of external invalidity since 

the results found in the study are specific to the five essays analysed and cannot be extrapolated for all 

pupils taking the National Test. Even if the same pupils wrote the same essay on the same topics with the 

same content after the first test was written, and the results were the same, the essay still would not have 

external reliability due to the fact that the results cannot be generalized from five pupils to a group.   

                    Since the investigation has not been duplicated from previous research and the results from 

this study might not correspond with another researcher using the same method the evidence of external 

reliability is slim. If another researcher carried out the same analysis, it is unlikely that the results would 

be the same as some pupils might have had other factors affecting them while some pupils might have 

done better in another identical test.  

          The next sections will look at the grammatical features that will be analysed in the student essays.  
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4. Results and Discussion 
In this section the findings will be presented for each essay with a score from the 

Obligatory Occasion Analysis. The calculations for each grammatical feature are 

presented in the table below.  The tables are divided into sections according to the 

elements analysed. To start off count the correct suppliance of the morpheme of interest, 

followed by the identification and count of obligatory occasions. Lastly calculation of 

the percentage of accurate use using the formula stated below.  

 

Correctly supplied in text   x 100 = % of accuracy. 

Total obligatory occasions 

 

In the next section the results will be presented for all the essays. The results will be 

presented in three parts for each essay. Firstly, the text is analysed for its content and 

the ability to communicate the content of the text. Secondly, the texts are analysed by a 

native English teacher from the United Kingdom and the comments are presented in that 

section. Thirdly, the accuracy score from the obligatory occasion’s analysis, will be 

presented. After all the individual results have been presented the group method 

analysis will show the combined result from all texts. The number of times the 

morphemes are correctly supplied in the text are summed up and divided by the total 

number of obligatory occasions for all the learners in the sample.  
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4.1 Results found in essay A 

 4.1.1 Quality of Communication and Content 

 

The pupil has followed the topic by writing about what sport to play. The pupil has 

considered both the pros and cons of the decision making.  On occasions the text is hard 

to follow but overall it communicates what the pupil wants to say. 

  

  4.1.2 Assessment by a Native Speaker of English 

 Spelling phonetically plausible. 

 Inaccurate use of capital letters for proper nouns. 

 Mostly written as spoken English with the exception of the pronoun incorrectly 

placed after the verb. 

 Punctuation mostly accurate. 

 Mainly simple sentences used. 

 Simple connectives used ('and'). 

 Tense changes. 

 

4.1. 3 Accuracy of Language Usage, Obligatory Occasions Analysis 

 

 Preposition Article Verb-tense S-V 

Agreement 

Word 

Order 

Correct 

Supplied 

9 17 32 23 28 

Obligatory 

Occasion 

12 17 36 24 36 

% of 

accuracy 

75% 100% 88.8% 95.8% 77.7 

According to the Obligatory Occasion’s Analysis (OOA), it is possible to say that the 

pupil has a high accuracy in the majority of the investigated features. Nevertheless, it is 

only the articles and subject-verb agreement that are acquired. The prepositions seem to 

be the feature that the pupil struggles with. However, they are used frequently and they 
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reflect a pattern of a direct translation from the native language where Swedish has far 

fewer prepositions than the English language and there is no clear correspondence 

between the two. The pupil has written the sentence Practice 2 times in weeks* which is 

a clear example of where the Swedish is not equivalent with the English translation.  

      The same goes for word order, where the pupil seems to be following the rules from 

their native language. Because when the pupil is writing with a clause element before 

the subject and verb, for example since I been about 10 years have I played football* 

then he/she has not mastered the inverse word order of the subject and the verb in the 

clause.  These are all typical errors because English still has the Subject-Verb word 

order after an initial adverbial, where Swedish has Verb-Subject word order, Sedan jag 

var tio år har jag spelat fotboll. 

   There is only one sentence where he/she has used subject-verb agreement incorrectly. 

The student seems to have mastered the rule correctly in most of the places for the 

obligatory context.   

      The ability to use verbs in a correct way is evident in the text. It is only on one 

occasion when the auxiliary have should have been used but was left out Since I___ 

been. 

     The student is using articles correctly throughout the text.  

 

4.2. Result for Essay B  

4.2.1 Quality of Communication and Content 

The text communicates well with the recipient and the writer has a clear structure of the 

content.  

 

4.2.2 Assessment by a Native Speaker of English 

  All high frequency words spelt accurately 

 Spelling of unfamilar words, phonetically plausible 

 Simple sentences used 

 Punctuation accurate 

 Prepositional words omitted, therefore sentences grammatically incorrect 

 Written as spoken English 

 Tense changes 
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4.2.3 Accuracy of Language Usage, Obligatory Occasions Analysis 

 Preposition Article Verb-tense S-V 

Agreement 

Word 

Order 

Correct 

Supplied 

9 9 30 20 30 

Obligatory 

Occasion 

11 11 30 22 30 

% of 

accuracy 

82% 82% 100% 90.9% 100% 

 

According to the Obligatory Occasions analysis the pupil has scored highly on accuracy 

in most of the features analysed. The pupil has proven that he/she has acquired verb 

forms and word order, whereas the other morphemes have not been acquired yet.  

          The pupil’s awareness of grammar issues is really good and vocabulary is well 

varied. Usage of verbs is really good where he/she has demonstrated the ability to use 

different tenses throughout. Furthermore, there are a few mistakes with prepositions, He 

has worked with electrics in 20 years. On one occasion the learner has missed an article 

where it was needed but other than that, the word classes have been used appropriately.  

  

4.3  Result for Essay C 

4.3.1 Quality of Communication and Content 

Essay C shows that the cognitive level of the writing is very simple.  Many of the 

sentences are directly translated from Swedish and the words are commonly overused. 

Many of the sentences start with ‘and’ which does not make the text read fluently. One 

of the trickier translations from Swedish into English is in the modals shall-should. In 

this text the writer used should on several occasions where it would have been more 

suitable to use would.  
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4.3.2 Assessment by a Native Speaker of English 

 Some prepostitional words omitted 

 Punctuation accurate 

 Spelling of high frequency words accurate 

 Grammatically incorrect use of connectives to begin sentences used 

 Adjectives used to give more detail to the writing 

 Accuately written in the first person through-out 

 

4.3.3 Accuracy of Language Usage, Obligatory Occasions Analysis 

 Preposition Article Verb-tense S-V 

agreement 

Word 

Order 

Correct 

Supplied 

14 21 22 18 28 

Obligatory 

Occasion 

17 21 28 18 28 

% of 

accuracy 

82.3% 100% 78.5% 100% 100% 

 

There are not that many errors made in the text. However, it is written in very simple 

language and in the present tense which means that the language used for this essay is 

not developed in a way where word order would have an impact on the writing, he/she 

is not using sentences when inverse word order would be needed. The pupil shows in 

the accuracy scores that he/she has acquired morphemes like articles, subject-verb 

agreement and word order whereas prepositions and verb forms scores show that the 

pupil has acquired these features yet.  

           Just as Swedish pupils’ overuse shall, they overuse should because it is similar to 

the Swedish word skulle. The most frequent translation of skulle is would. There are a 

few examples where the pupil has used should instead of would; ..if I should live in..., 

and I should met people like. 
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            In the sentence ..and of some reason I want a dog... The article of has been used 

for the Swedish word av, where it should have been exchanged with the English 

translation for. 

           The auxiliary will have been left out on one occasion where it should have been 

present; ...and we be just so happy. 

Lastly there should not be an article before death.  I can see that the writer has directly 

translated from Swedish, but in English the terminology would be, to live together till 

death do us part, or to the end.  

 

4.4 Results for Essay D 

4.4.1 Quality of Communication and Content 

This pupil seems to be taking a few more risks than previous writers have done. He/she 

shows that he/she is not afraid of making mistakes and wants to elaborate a little on the 

language and when putting sentences together, the sentences start with other clause 

elements than the subject. The writer has subject knowledge and is obviously interested 

in the subject he/she is writing about. Unfortunately, there are some errors which make 

the text hard to follow and read.  

 

4.4.2 Assessment by a Native Speaker of English  

 Incorrect use of capital letters for proper nouns. 

 Mixed tense. 

 Spelling errors with end sounds of words. 

 Words omitted, therefore sentences do not make sense. 

 Some complex sentences used. 

 Contextual vocabulary good for subject written about. 

 Mostly accurate punctuation. 

 

4.4.3 Accuracy of Language Usage, Obligatory Occasions Analysis 

 Preposition Article Verb-tense S-V 

agreement 

Word 

Order 

Correct 

Supplied 

19 14 38 5 43 
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Obligatory 

Occasion 

21 17 43 6 42 

% of 

accuracy 

90% 82% 88.3% 83% 100% 

 

According to the Obligatory Occasions Analysis the learner seems to have acquired 

three out of five elements well. The usage of articles and verb forms appears 

problematic for the writer.      

The writer was using simple verb phrases and occasionally made mistakes when using 

verbs in past tense. When the learner experiments with less common verb tenses, the 

uncertainty becomes more apparent and the regular verb conjugation is often over 

generalized. It is the intransitive verb put that the writer has placed an –ed ending puted 

(5) and the transitive verb get which has been used as geted (3) where it should have 

been got. These types of errors still show that the pupil has linguistic knowledge even 

though it is not right, because the pupil has understood that verbs have a different form 

in past tense.  

          On a couple of occasions, the writer should have used the present participle but 

has left out the auxiliary; I thinking... where there should have been am or was between 

the two words to make sense.   In the sentence why did not them judhs fighting? (6) 

There should not have been a progressive tense of the verb. It should have been a 

present fight and the same for the verb living (15) it should have been lives. 

            Articles have been misplaced on two occasions. The noun history does not need 

to follow an article in the sentence ..thinking back in the history.(1) whereas ..liked 

wrong music (10), needs to have an article before the noun phrase.     

 

4.5 Results for Essay E 

4.5.1 Quality of Communication and Content 

The language is fairly simple in this essay where the events are written in a set order 

and are described just as they happen.  

 

4.5.2 Assessment by a Native Speaker of English 

 Written in utterance phrases. 

 Contextual phrases contradict. 

 Spelling phonetically plausible. 
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 Simple and compund sentences used. 

 Preprositional words omitted, therefore sentences grammatically incorrect. 

 Incorrect presentation of writing begins with a new line for each new sentence. 

 Punctuation accurate. 

 

4.5.3 Accuracy of Language Usage, Obligatory Occasions Analysis 

 Preposition Article Verb-tense S-V 

agreement 

Word 

Order 

Correct 

Supplied 

11 11 31 24 32 

Obligatory 

Occasion 

15 12 32 26 36 

% of 

accuracy 

73.3% 91.6% 96.8% 92.3% 96.8% 

 
The learner writes in a very simple way with no expanded structure to the sentences. 

The events follow a chronological order but the lack of vocabulary makes the sentences 

unclear and questionable. However, the accuracy score is quite high for most of the 

morphemes. It is only the usage of prepositions that are not acquired according to the 

obligatory occasion analysis.  The verbs are simple and most of them are in the present 

tense, on three occasions where they have been used wrongly, an auxiliary has been 

separated from its main verb in ..my  friends have thinking that we..(13) and I have pick 

their school..(6) Should have been in the past tense. Subject-verb agreement fails in  I 

are going to work(8). The use of prepositions are mistaken on one occasion, now that I 

am going in grand-school...(2) and are left out at other times.   

        In the next section all the accuracy scores will be presented to give an overview of 

the results.   
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4.6 Summary of the Text Elements Analysed  

This diagram clarifies which elements have been acquired in each text. 

The morphemes that have been acquired are shaded. As stated in a previous chapter the 

scores that are higher than 90% are considered acquired.  

 

Element of 

analysis 

A B C C E 

Prepositions 75% 82% 82.3% 90% 73.3% 

Articles 100% 82% 100% 82% 91.6% 

Verb form 88.8% 100% 78.5% 88.3% 96.8% 

S-V Agreement 95.8% 90.0% 100% 83% 92.3% 

Word Order 77.7% 100% 100% 100% 96.8% 

 

 

4.7 The Group Method Analysis 

4.7.1 Scores from the Group Method Analysis 

 Prepositions Articles Verb Forms S.V 

Agreement 

Word 

Order 

Group Accuracy 

Score 

81.57% 92.30% 88.75% 93.75% 94.67% 

 

Another way of analysing the different data is through the group method analysis. As 

stated in previous chapter there is no need to establish if the morpheme has been 

acquired or not, this method is used more to get a holistic view of the analysis. 

Accordning to Tornberg 2004, Pienemann stated that errors show how far towards a 

goal the learner has progressed and what the next step in the learning process will be. 

From a teaching point of view, it would be more helpful for the progression of language 

learning than the accuracy scores, as it could be used as a tool for lesson planning and 

task setting not only for the group but also for individually suited tasks and 

development. Again, the same formula is used in the group method as in the individual 

morpheme analysis.  
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          As presented in the table above the preposition is the word class that the pupils in 

this test master the least. The correlation between the two languages, as stated before in 

the essay, is complicated when translating and it is a common error from second 

language learners. In the aim of this study it was mentioned that, as well as stating the 

accuracy score, the importance of the score in terms of validity for the teacher was also 

going to be taken into account. When a teacher gets a group accuracy score for some 

pupils in the class then the teacher can use this to inform lesson planning and in the 

preparations of tasks. Therefore, the score is valuable not only from an assessment point 

of view but also as a measurement that can lead the lessons and planning forward.    
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5. Analysis of the results 
Obligatory Occasions Analysis has served as the principal tool for analysing samples of 

learners’ language in this essay, where the purpose was to describe the order of 

acquisition. The acquisition analysis was done in two parts: firstly, to analyse the 

individual text written by year nine students and secondly to combine the individual 

results for a group method analysis.  The order that learners follow forms one of the 

most important aspects that any theory of second language learning accounts for. This 

should also be taken into consideration in language pedagogy, particularly when making 

decisions about whether or when to provide form-focused instruction. Evidently, word 

order is the feature that the pupils in this investigation mastered the most, according to 

the Group Score. Even though there are differences from the native language most of 

the pupils seem to manage it very well. However, according to Krashen (1988) language 

learners have a natural sequence as to how a grammatical structure is learnt. 

Furthermore, Tornberg (2004) argues that when vocabulary is limited there will be 

plenty of repetition and over usage. In this analysis it might mean that the word order 

scored highly because the pupils have not yet started to use expanded sentences, where 

for example a different clause element starts the sentence and an inverse word order 

would need to be in place.  

          Following the results from the group score the pupils in this investigation have 

also mastered subject verb agreement really well. This relates to the order of acquisition 

of the individual analysis as well, acquisition was demonstrated in four out of five texts. 

Highest on the ranking list with 94.67 percent acquired, is the word order which also 

corresponds to the individual acquisition score.  

        The articles follow next on the ranking list. Even though the use of definite and 

indefinite forms of nouns often causes problems for Swedish speakers of English the 

basic rules are the same. In some languages there are no indefiniteness markers at all 

which results in greater problems for learners to understand the article system in 

English.     

          The two features that scored the lowest in this investigation, and in correspondence with prior 

studies, are verb forms in second to last place and prepositions with the lowest percentage of morphemes 

acquired. The prepositions are difficult in comparison to Swedish. There are so many more in the English 

language and it is fair to say that on many of the occasions the error in the target language is because the 

prepositions are directly translated from the native language, whereas, the target language has more than 

one option for translation.  The language learners in this investigation have shown that they mastered the 
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verb forms to some extent, on the basic level, going from present to past tense. It is the auxiliaries that 

confuse the learners more when it comes to sentence building.        

        One of the biggest focuses in language teaching today in Sweden is the communicative aspect of the 

text, the importance of getting the message across to the reader. Therefore, it was really interesting when 

the opportunity arose to have a native English speaking teacher assess the pupil’s essays and in the 

analysis. The native English teacher contributed to the understanding of how well the writer was 

communicating with the reader in the target language. However, it was evident that on some occasions 

when the reader did not speak the same first language the text did not communicate and comprehension 

was difficult.  

        In oral communication the focus on form might not be as important but when it comes to the written 

language it plays an important part.  

         

6. Conclusion 
It is believed that the English language is seen as a carrier of concepts such as global 

communication and interculturality.  Therefore, the aim of this thesis was to map the 

errors made by pupils, who attend the Swedish compulsory school, when they write in 

English. Prior research has shown the English taught in Sweden has moved from form-

based education towards communicability instead. It is therefore more important that 

the students are able to communicate than to use correct grammar. To analyse pupils’ 

texts, the essays were randomly picked from the National Test that is written by all 

students in year nine. For this particular analysis five essays were randomly selected. 

          The Obligatory Occasions Analysis was carried out and the results were presented both individually 

and as a group score for further analysis.  Conclusively it is evident to say that the grammatical features 

not acquired yet by the pupils in this investigation are prepositions at 87.57 percent and verb forms at 

88.75 percent acquired.  This thesis was not only meant to map acquisition but also act as a guide for 

language teachers when it comes to lesson planning and teaching preparation, especially now when the 

focus is more on the communication instead of form-focused language. However, the native English 

speaking teacher, who did not have the knowledge of the pupils´ native language, did on some occasions 

find the texts hard to follow and did not think that they were that communicative or easy to understand. 

Therefore, when the pupil lacks some of the rules for the target language the communication might fail. 

Thus, the importance of analysing pupils’ essays is not only for the development of the pupils but also as 

a useful tool when planning language teaching.   
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8. Appendix 1: Essays Included in the Study 
8.1  Essay A 

Evry summer sens i ben about 10 years have I playd fottball. Now I don´t now if I want 

to play eny more. Some times wil I play some times wil i just train other times wil i just 

quit. If I quit are my alternatives to run 2 times in weeks (you now Monday, tuisday...) 

and train my arms and ader things. But it is hard to get the motiwason (to do it) alown. 

If I don´t train at the sumer wil the concequences be that i don´t have a god sape (have a 

dod condisen) to the florball sesen. And I gona be lase. It´s more fun to train whid a 

team, they inspers me, that is way I gow to the football also meat al the friends i never 

meat when I don´t train. One sumer wil i just gow to the betch and not gow home 

becuse I have a practec.( you know when you train) 

I sudent gow to the trainin just to meat friends and talk a little whid them i dude gow 

ther and think fottball is fun. Evry thing or lots of thing you do sude be fun. But evry 

thing you do can´t be fun, but the things you disaid on youre owned wude be fun. A 

training can be distroid and it´s no fun but the secend time it is fun. You will be more 

inspires if you like it! To the sumer wil i maby quit ore maby not! We will see.  

 

8.2 Essay B 

I made a choice a few weeks ago. It was a choice that can change my life. It was the 

choice about what I should work with in the future. It was hard to choose but my dad 

inspired me. He has worked with electronics in 20 years or more and he does often 

asked me if I want to fallow him and help him abit in his work. He always smile when 

he works because he thinks it´s funny. I know that because sometimes be buyes some 

parts and some wires and put it together just for fun. He have worked so long time   and 

know so many people so he can buy whatever he wants. Things that not even in the 

stores. I´m not saying he´s rich. I´m just saying that he knows people that can make 

electronic parts that you can´t find in the stores. You can make big money in this job but 

that requies that you do something “risky”. I mean like work at heights and at all 

dangerous places. It is a dangerous  job but as I said you can make alot of money. 

There´s risk about this job of course. You can fall from heights, you can cut yourself. So 

that´s my decition. The end. 
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8.3 Essay C 

I want to live in New York and work wint famous people and live the glamores life like 

everybody else there. I want to design clothes and go to talkshows so I can chear the 

idés i have. And I want to go there is big building and go and get some coffei on the 

street and all the stuff be couse I can. Be couse I am going to have so mucth money.  

And I wasn’t to have a good looking boss and of some reason I want a little dog or a big 

dog.  

And I if I should live in the “Big Apple” in the future I sould eat lunch outside. I should 

met people like Kate Moss and David Backham may be and have so mucth fun all the 

time. I should go to the movie and all dress up. Go on the catwalk a not sitting in the 

back. And of course I want my whole family there be couse I don´t want to miss them 

every day.  

And some day we will go to the beath and be brown and relaxe and just take it easy and 

come home to a big, nice home. And the next day go on a spa and relaxe again and go 

to work the next day. And in a few years I want to get married whit my boss who is 

Brad Pitt and we be just so happy and we live together to the death.  

This is what I want to do in the future.  

 

8.4 Essay D 

When I am thinking back in the histori I thinking about the second war. I not really 

know why I thinking about that I think it´s because I got so many guestenmarks in my 

head.  I thinking most about hitler and all bad things he did. When it was panic in 

germany hitler geted the control in the country. He started good he gave work to the 

workless but slowly he stared to mark judhs and puted them in the getto. The judhs had 

no contril any more, you maybe thinking   way did not them judhs fighting?  Because in 

the getto it was bad with food they was hungry and had no energy. Some people out saw 

the getto tryed to get some judhs our but there was almost useless. When you talk about 

hitler your thinking what he did to the judhs but that was nit just the judhs that died it 

was people that had problems to walk and liked wrong music. We have learn many 

thing from the second war for example everyone have rights to think what ever we want 

and everyone are worth the same. In the school today the teacher jus “skola 24” but if I 

am sick one day it will not stand in “skolan 24” because if something like second war 

will happen again no one will see if I have been sick. Not because I think that 

something like that will happen but i can never been sure. Alot of people stil living 
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today and they can report us what happend but in some years they will not live to learn 

people what happend under second war.  

 

8.5 Essay E 

Today I whant to talk about the future.  

Now I am going in the grand-school to learn me about some important things like math 

and history and many others.  

When the summer have the and we must split us, because we are going to other school. 

There is a school were I can do what I like to do.  

I like to work whit flowers so I have pick there school because I like to work with that.  

Many friends I have now are going to travel a way from this town , like me. I am going 

to travel to Gävle. Hopeful I are going to work whit flowers in the store when I am 

older. I think the future I whant live in Gävle because is a nice town. It´s many 

clothesstore there and I like that. I like to travel so when I am older I whant travel a lot. 

Me and my friends have thinking that we can travel togetter, round the world. Also I 

like dogs. I think that I whant to buy a dog when I live alone, Sometimes.  

That is the story about my future 

Bye Bye.   
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9. Appendix 2: The Noun-Phrases 
9.1 Essay A 

Noun Phrases    Noun Phrases  

Prepositi

on 
pre-

modifier Noun   Preposition pre-modifier noun 

Since   I       football 

About 10 Years       you 

    I       things 

    Football       you 

    I     the things 

    I   on your own 

    I     a training 

    I       it 

    I   but the second time 

  my  Alternatives       it 

(in)* 2 times Weeks       you 

  my  Arms       you 

    It       it 

  the Motiwasion   to* the summer 

    I       we 

at*` the Summer      

  the  Consequences      

    I      

  a good  Shape      

  a good  Condisen      

  the floorball Seson      

    I      

    It      

with a   Team      

    They      

    Me      
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    That      

    I      

to  the  Football      

  the Betch      

    Home      

    I      

  a Practice      

    You      

    You      

    I      

to the Training      

with a little Them      

    I      

    There      

9.2 Essay B  

Noun Phrases    Noun Phrases   

Prepositio

n pre-modifier Noun   Preposition pre-modifier noun 
 

  A Choice     big money  

  a few Weeks   in this job  

  A Choice       you  

  My Life       I  

  The Choice       hights  

    I   at dangerouse places  

in  the  Future   at   it  

  My Dad     a dangerouse job  

    Electronics       I  

    He       you  

in* 20 Years       money  

    He   of   there  
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    Me     (a)* risk  

    I     this job  

    Him       you  

    Him       hights  

In His Work   from   you  

    He       that  

    He     my decision  

    He     the end  

    It        

    I       

    he       

  Some parts       

  Some wires       

    it       

    he       

so* (a)* long time       

  Many people       

    he       

    he       

    things       

In The stores       

    I       

    he       

    I       

    he       

    people       

  Electronic parts       

    you       

In the  stores       
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    you       

 

9.3 Essay C 

 

Noun Phrases    Noun Phrases   

Prepositi

on pre-modifier noun   Preposition pre-modifier noun 
 

    I     some day  

In   New York   to  the beach  

with Fanmouse people       it  

  the glamourus life   to a big, nice home  

    there     the next day  

    I   to   work  

    talkshows     the next day  

    I   in a few  years  

  the  ides       I  

    I   with* my boss  

    I       Brad Pitt  

  Some coffi   to the next death  

on The street       this  

  all the stuff       I  

    I   in the next future  

    I       

  Mutch money       

    I       

  a goodlooking boss       

of* Some reason       

    I       

  a little  dog       

  a big dog       

    I       

In the big  apple       
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In the  future       

    I       

    I       

    people       

    Kate Moss       

    David Beckham       

  The time       

    I       

To The movies       

on the  catwalk       

In The back       

    I       

  my whole family       

    I       

    them       

  Every day       

 

 

9.4 Essay D 

 

Noun Phrases    Noun Phrases   

Prepositi

on pre-modifier noun   Preposition pre-modifier noun 
 

    I       that  

In the* history     the judhs  

    I       it  

about the second war       people  

    I       problems  

    I     the* wrong music  

about   that       we  

    I     many things  

    it   from the second war  
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    I   for   example  

    questionmark       we  

In My head     the  same  

    I   in the* school  

about   hitler     the teachers  

  Bad things       skola 24  

    he       I  

    it     one day  

In   Germany       it  

    Hitler   in   skola 24  

  The control       something  

In the  country     second war  

    he       noone  

    work       I  

To The workless       I  

    he       that  

    them       I  

In The gettho   of   people  

  The judhs       today  

    you       they  

  the  judhs   to*   us  

in  The gettho   in some years  

    it       they  

with   food       people  

    energy   to*   us  

 Some people   under* second war  

  The gettho       

  Some judhs       

    there*       

    you       

about   Hitler       
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    he       

To The judhs       

 

 

9.5 Essay E 

 

Noun Phrases    Noun Phrases   

Prepositio

n pre-modifier noun   Preposition pre-modifier noun 
 

    I       me  

about The future     my friends  

    I       we  

in* The grand-school   around the world  

    me*       I  

about some important things       dogs  

    maths       I  

    history       I  

  many other (subjects)*     a dogs  

  The summer     the story  

    we   about my future  

(up)*   us     the end  

To Other school       

  A school       

    I       

    I       

    I       

with   flowers       

    I       

  (there)* school       

    I       

with   that       

    friends       
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    I       

from This town       

    me       

    I       

To   Gavle       

    I       

with Flowers         

in  The store       

    I       

    I       

(in)* The future       

In   Gavle       

  a nice town       

  many other clothesstores       

    I       

    that       

    I       

    I       

    I       
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10. Appendix 3: The Clause Element Analysis Focusing on 

Subject and Verb 
 

10.1 Essay A 

Clause Elements focusing on S+V 
verb 

form 
S-V 

agreement 
Word 

Order 

I been x     

have I played     x 

I dont know       

I wasnt to play       

will I just play     x 

will I just train     x 

will I just quit     x 

I quit       

are my alternatives     x 

you know       

it is        

I don’t       

will the concequences be     x 

I dont have       

I gonna x     

it is        

they inspires   x   

that is       

I gow       

also, meat x     

I never meat       

I dont train       

will I go     x 

i have       

you know       

you train       

i shouldnt go to meat friends and talk       
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i should gow        

football is       

you do should be        

a training can be distroid       

it is no fun       

it is       

you will be more inspires x     

you like      X 

will I maybe       

we will        

 
 

10.2 Essay B    

Clause Elements focusing on 

S+V 
verb 

form 
S-V 

agreement 
Word 

Order 

I made       

it was       

that can change       

it was       

i should        

it was hard to choose       

my dad inspired        

he has worked       

he does asked       

I want to fallow and help       

he always smile   x    

he works       

he thinks       

it is       

I know       

he buyes       

put it together       

he have worked and know   x x   
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that can make       

you cant find       

you can make       

that requires       

you do        

I mean work       

it is        

I said       

you can make       

there is        

you can fall       

you can cut       

that is        
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10.3 Essay C 

Clause Elements focusing on S+V 
verb 

form 
S-V 

agreement 
Word 

Order 

 I want to live and work       

and live       

I want to design and go to        

I can share       

I have        

I want to go and get        

I can        

I am going to have        

I wasnt to have       

I want        

I should live       

I should eat       

I should met  x     

and have        

I should go ,...., and dress up       

Go, ..., not sitting x   x     

I want        

I dont want to miss        

we will go, ..., be brown and relaxe and take it easy       

go home  x     

go and relax x     

 go to work       

I want to get married       

who is        

we be so happy x     

we live together       

this is        

I want to do       
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10.4 Essay D 

Clause Elements focusing on S+V 
verb 

form S-V agreement 
Word 

Order 

I am thinking        

I thinking  x     

I not really know  x     

I thinking  x     

I think       

it is        

i got        

I thinking  x     

he did       

it was       

hitler geted x     

he started       

he gave work       

he started to mark,..., and puted x     

The judhs had       

you may be thinking        

why did not them fighting? x     

it was       

they was hungry,...,had no energy   x   

some people,..., tryed to get some judhs out       

there was (they where)   x   

you talk       

your thinking (you are)       

he did       

that was not ,..., that died       

it was people that had problems and liked       

we have learn x     

everyone have rights to think   x   

we want       

everyone are worth   x   
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teacher jus (use)       

I am sick       

it will        

second war will happen        

noone will see       

I have been        

I think       

that will happen       

I can never be sure       

people still living       

that can report       

they will not live to learn       

10.5 Essay E 

Clause Elements focusing on S+V verb form S-V agreement Word Order 

I want to talk       

I am going       

to learn me      x 

the summer have    x   

we must split us       

we are going        

There is        

I can  do        

i like to do       

I like to work       

I have pick x     

I like to work       

Many friends  are going to travel       

I have       

I am going to travel       

I are going to work   x   

I am older       

I think       

I want to live       
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(it) is        

it is        

I like       

I like to travel        

I am older       

I want to travel       

me and my friends have been thinking        

we can travel       

I like       

I think        

I want to buy       

I live       

That is        

 
 


